WEIGHTED HADAMARD PRODUCTS OF HOLOMORPHIC FUCTIONS IN THE BALL JACOB BURBEA AND SONG-YING LI
Weighted Hadamard products of holomorphic functions in the unit ball B of C n are studied, and are used to establish multiplier theorems for spaces of such functions on B. An interesting feature of such a product of two holomorphic functions / and g on B is that it is holomorphic on the unit polydisk U n . Moreover, if, in addition, / belongs to the Hardy space H λ (B) and g belongs to the Bloch space B(B), then the non-weighted Hadamard product of / and g belongs to BMOA(£/ n ), the space of holomorphic functions in U n with bounded mean oscillation on the tours (dU) n . Refinements of this result, as well as new charaterizations of spaces of multipliers of holomorphic functions in £?, are also established.
Introduction.
Hadamard products, their properties and related coefficient multipliers problems for spaces of holomorphic functions on the unit disk, are well-known and they have been studied by many authors (see, for example, [5] and the references therein). In the higher dimensional extension of such a study [7, 8] one encounters with several natural, and quite interesting, questions concerning multi-index coefficient multipliers problems and the properties of weighted Haramard products of holomorphic functions of several complex variables. In this paper we shall address these questions in their higher dimensional setting by obtaining new charaterizations, some of which were unexpected, of spaces of multipliers of holomorphic functions in the ball, and in so doing we also extend and refine previously established results.
Before describing these characterizations and their background we need to set up some basic notation which shall also be used throughout the entire paper. By H(Ω) we denote the space of all holomorphic functions on a domain Ω in C n . For z = (zi, , z n ) G , ^n) G C n we then let * * f = (^l6, , z nξn), ( z , ξ) = and thus ||z|| 2 = (z,z), and |z ξ\ < |<^|oo|k|| With this notation, B = B n = {z e C n : \\z\\ < 1} is the unit ball in C n , U = B γ is the unit disk in C, and thus U n = {z G C n : \z\oo < 1} is the unit polydisk in C n . We also let S = S n = dB, and T = S λ . Let Ω be a complete Rheinhardt domain in C n , i.e. z G Ω implies z ξ G Ω for every ξ G t/™, and let / G ίf(Ω). Then there exists a unique power series, respresenting /, i.e. with normal convergence in Ω, and with (aeZ n + ).
It follows that the space H(Ω) and, in particular, the spaces H(B)
and H(U n ) may be regarded as spaces of multi-index sequences {α α }, a G ΊJ\. For g > 0, we consider the multi-index sequence {ω a (q)} of positive numbers (weights), defined by Let X and Y" be two vector spaces of multi-index sequences. A multi-index sequence {λ α } is said to be a multiplier from X to Y if {λ Q α α } G Y whenever {a a } G X. The set of all multipliers from X to Y is denoted by (X, Y). A multi-index sequence {λ α } is said to be a q-multiplier, q > 0, from X to Y if {λ α ω α (g)α α } G Y" whenever {α α } G X. The set of all q-multipliers from X to F is denoted by (X,Y) q .
In general, however, (X,Y) q is not equal to (Y,X) q , but it is so only when n = 1 and <? = 0, in which case ω a (q) = 1. The question of finding multipliers in (X, Y) when X and Y are subspaces of H(B) has been considered and studied by several authors (see, for example, [7, pp. 118, 416] , [8] and the references therein), and this is so, especially when π = 1, where more complete answers can be found. Indeed, recently, Mateljevic and Pavlovic [5] have shown that for n = 1, In light of the above question, we found it natural and quite interesting to study the problem of q-multipliers in its higher dimensional setting n > 1 and for any q > 0. In so doing we were also able to provide extensions and refinements of previous results. A key role in this study is played by the so-called 'weighted Hadamard products' with weights ω a (q), a G Z", of functions in H(B). The q-Hadamard products (f * g) q of two fuctions / G H(Ωι) and g G i7(Ω 2 ), where Ωi and Ω 2 are circular neighborhoods of 0 G C n , is defined as has, for every £ G J5, a normal convergence in z G £/ n . In particular, g G #(£) as asserted. When n = 1 and 9 = 0, the 9-Hadamard product reduces to the classical Hadamard product of two holomorphic functions on the unit disk, which was also used in the recent work of Mateljevic and Pavlovic [5] . The higher dimensional product has been also studied by Shi [8] when q = 0. In this paper we study these products in the more general setting of n > 1 and q > 0, and in so doing also extend and refine the results of Shi as well as those of Mateljevic and Pavlovic.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we introduce some relevant spaces of holomorphic functions on U n and on JB, and establish several preliminary results which will be needed in the remaining parts of the paper. In particular, we discuss the spaces A . A significant refinement of these identifications, when p = 1, occurs in Section 5 which contains the main results of this paper (Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.6 and 5.7). In particular, we show that
which implies the result of Mateljevic and Pavlovic [5] , as a special case, when n -1 and q = 0.
For two complex-valued functions / and g on a nonvoid set Λ, we use the notation / « g on Λ to mean that there exists a positive constant c so that ^^(λ)! < |/(λ)| < c\g(λ)\ for every λ G Λ.
Prerequisites and preliminaries.
To deal efficiently with Hadamard products, it is convenient to introduce some further notation and recall some function theoretic concepts. We let dvd v ( n ) denote the usual volume Lebesgue measure on C n and we set dA = π~ιdv^ι ) . For UEC, we let D u = (V,ΰ) and thus
3=1 3=1
By H(Mχ, M 2 ) we denote the class of all holomorphic mappings from a complex manifold Mi into another complex manifold M 2 . Let Ω be a bounded domain in C n , and let u G C Proof. 
, with the inclusions being continuous. We now prove:
, z e U n ,τ e U and 1 < j < n. Then, using polar coordinates This implies that ||/|| 5β < ||/|| £ and hence
is the closure in SB(U n ) of the holomorphic polynomials in z G C 1 and since these polynomials are dense in C(U n ), the desired result follows and the proof is complete. D 3. Some prerequisites on the unit ball. Let dσ be the normalized surface measure on 5 = dB and let, for q > 0, dv q stand for the probability measure on B, defined by As g -> 0 + , rf^ tends, in the weak* limit sense, to dσ which is also denoted by dv$. For 0 < p < oo and g > 0, we let L£ be the quasi-Banach space Iffavq) with the quasi-norm || || M , defined by In this paper, unless stated otherwise, we assume that q > 0 is fixed. If f,g e H{B), then (f r ,g r )q exists for every 0 < r < 1, and we define the q-pairing {f,g) q as (/,#)<, = lim r _ >1 -(/ r ,^r) 9 , whenever the limit exists.
The latter is a functional Hubert space on B with the reproducing kernel K q , given by
In particular, for any z e B, or = Jf(ξ)K q (z,ξ)dv q (ξ).
As is well-known (see, for example, [2] . We also consider the space Γ q = Γ q (B) of functions / in A? such that 11/11,,, = sup{|(/, <?) 9 | : g e A\ with \\g\\ λΆ < l} is finite. Evidently, Γ q is a Banach space of functions in H(B) with the norm || ||* )9 , and it serves as the dual of A q with respect to the (/-pairing. In particular, A™ C Γ q C AP q for every 0 < p < 00, and / G Γ 9 if and only if / G H(B) and there exists a constant
Moreover, one shows easily that Γ^ = P q (L™), where for / G P q (L™), ll/ll*,, = minjIl/Hoo,, : / G Lf,P q {f) = /}, and thus P q is a continuous projection of L£° onto Γ q with norm 1. As is well-known (see, for example, [3] ), Γ o may also be identified with the space BMOA(J5), the space of functions in H(B) with (non-isotropic) bounded mean oscilation on S. Moreover, for q > 0, the space Γ q is independent of g, i.e. Γ gi = Γ ρ2 , with equivalent norms, for any tfij<72 > 0 (see [2] ). In fact, T q ,q > 0, may be identified with the previously mentioned Bloch space B(B), and one can show (see [2] ) that for any / € H(B) To prove (iv), we assume that / G Ω 9 . It follows that / = k q (μ) for some μ e M, and thus, by the preceeding remark, fξ = Proof. Since 0 < r < 1 and z G U n , f r and 5Ί are in H(B), and hence the above integral is absolutely convergent. In particular,
and term by term integration with respect to dυ g is allowed. Thus, using the orthogonality of the monomials τr α , a G Z", and the fact that ω β (g) = {7r α ,τr
we conclude that 
\\(f * g)Λ i'
and since this is true for any 0 < r < 1, the desired result follows when t < oo. When t = oo, we find, using Proposition 3.1(i), that \(f*g)q(rz)\ < II/IUMU and so ||(/*0),||oo < ll/IUIl5||p', 9 . This concludes the proof. D LEMMA (i)Ifa<n + q, then I a , q (z) «l,z6fl, with 1 < I* Λ {z) < 2~aif a < 0 and Proof. We first prove (i) when ξ = 0. In this case, since |/| p is subharmonic on β, we have for any 0 < r < 1, with equality if and only if / is constant on B. This gives the desired result when q = 0. When q > 0, we integrate both sides of the above inequality with respect to the probability measure rf^(r), 0 < r < 1. This gives 
Let g e H(B) and define T g (f) = (/ * g) q . Then T g is a linear operator of H(B) into H(U n ). Let 0 < p < oo and let Y = Y(U n ) be a functional quasi-Banach space of functions in
In particular,
when n = 1 and 9 = 0, which is the result of Mateljevic and Pavlovic [5] , mentioned in the introduction. We conclude this section by establishing the following inclusion relationships. 
and f,g e H(B). Then

IK/ * ^)^IU < (i -O-
In particular, A* C (A*, A^) q whenever 1 < p < oo. 
and so \(f*g) q (z)\ < ||/||oo,,IHIt, °r II(/*<7) 9 IU < H/lkJHf This means that ||(/ * g) q \\oo < ||/Hoo, 9 IMIt,9> an d the desired inclusion follows. To prove the converse, we assume that g € H(B) and that (/ * g) q e H°°{U n ) for every / e Af, and apply Lemma 3.4. In particular, there exists a constant c g > 0 so that ||(/ * <7) g ||oo f or every / G ^4~. Let 0 < r < 1 and / G A™, and define
Since, by Proposition 3.2, ii r (/) = (/ * fl'ίςί 7 '!) we deduce that |#r(/)| < ||(/ * y) 9 ||oo < Cp||/||oo, 9 It follows that H r is a continuous linear functional on A™ with norm ||£Γ r || < c g . In particular, H r is a continuous linear functional on the ball-algebra A(B) with norm \\H r \\ < c g . Since A(B) is a subspace of C(B), H r has a norm-preserving extension JξΓ r to C(B). It follows from the Riesz representation theorem that there exists a unique measure μ r e M with ||/i r || t = ||iί r || = ll^ll < c g so that for every / G C(B). Since ||μ r |lt ^ c g f°r every 0 < r < 1, we deduce that there exists a sequence {r*} C (0,1) with r* -» 1 so that μ n converges in M to a measure μ G M. It follows that H Tk converges to H, where
H(f)= ίf(ξ)dμ(ξ)
for every / G C(JB). In particular, lim^-^oo H rk {f) = H(f) for every / G ^4 (5), and thus upon taking / = ττ α , α e Z^, we obtain Since, however, H rk (π a ) = a a (g)r^ω a (q) we deduce that To prove the converse, we assume that g e H(B) and that (f*g) q € H°°(U n ) for every / € A\. Invoking Lemma 3.4, we infer the existence of a constant c g > 0 so that ||(/ * ^Joo < cJ/|| M for every / € A'. Let 0 < r < 1, 0 < t u t 2 Since, for example, B(U n ) is continuously contained in
is also a functional Banach space of functions in H(U n ). We can therefore invoke Lemma 3.4 to infer the existence of a constant c g so that 
J S
It follows that and so, by differentiating with respect to X k ,
It follows from Proposition 2.3 that
and thus
we now specify λ G U by taking j < n. This gives = z k and Xj = 1 for j φ fc, 1 <
and thus For n = 1, the last integral reduces to ||F -F(0)||i, 0 = \\F\\ h0 . On the other hand, when n > 1, Proposition 3.6(ii) shows that for any 
